This work analyzes an electricity power consumption forecast for a single home using various types of generalized persistence models. The predictor composes of parallel banks of simple averaging models (SAM) for each hour within a day. Fitting SAM is performed separately for each day of the week using the appropriate training sets of past electricity power consumption. The performance of the predictor was evaluated using real data which represents power consumption per minute measured over almost 4 years for a single home near Paris, France (approximately 2 million data points). Experiments show that the proposed system for predicting power consumption one day ahead gave mean absolute value of relative percentage error (MARPE) lower by more than 18% compared to ordinary persistent prediction, without significant computational cost.
INTRODUCTION
Electricity load forecasting has gained substantial importance nowadays in the modern electrical power management systems with elements of smart greed technology. A reliable forecast of electrical power consumption represents the starting point in policy development and improvement of energy production and distribution. At the level of individual households, the ability to accurately predict consumption of electricity power significantly reduces prices by appropriate systems for energy storage. Therefore, the energy efficient power networks of the future will require entirely new ways of forecasting demand on the scale of individual households [4] , [5] .
In this paper we present our electricity power consumption forecast results for single home data, which we call PARIS data. In order to compare our results with previously published, we choose data set which is comparable with TUM and REDD data sets, for which the prediction accuracy are publicly available [1] . In this way, we have three different data sets with possibility to control same granularity, window of training and forecast horizon. It enables us to crosscheck results and despite different complexity of this three data sets, render fair comparison.
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF PARIS DATA SET
The data set which we named PARIS data was obtained from the UCI data set repository [2] . It represents electricity power consumption per minute measured between December 16th 2006 and November 26th 2010 (47 months) for a single home near Paris, France, containing over 2 million data points. The data set contains nearly 1.25% of missing values. All experiments were performed in the MATLAB programming environment using Machine Learning Toolbox, [7] . We replace missing values by simple linear interpolation filtering.
All data can be analyzed at different level of time granularity, i.e., sampling frequencies, from one minute to one day. In order to compare our results with the related work in the area, we chose time granularity of one hour. That means that one day of electricity power consumption is represented by 24 data points. Thus, the whole data set is represented by 34440 sampling points. In Figure 1 electricity power consumption is shown in the granularity of one minute (left) and one hour (right) during one day. Change in granularity is implemented by the appropriate moving average filtering. In Figure 2 shows three dimensional representation of whole PARIS data set at hourly granularity, where x axis denotes days (1435 days) while y axis denotes hours (1 -24). In the granularity of one minute and one hour, one day is represented by 1440 data points, and 24 data points, respectively.
In Figure 3 shows average of original PARIS data taken over particular days of a week in the form of three dimensional representation (minutes, day, power), while Figure 4 shows long term average over all days. All these findings are the evidence of the fact that the main cause of electricity power consumption behavior is working dynamics of inhabitants during a week. This illustration gives clear evidence as to how hard it is to predict behavior of one day consumption based on long term averages. In this particular example MARPE=98.88%. . Average of original PARIS data taken over all days. If we use long term averages as prediction for actual data, we get MARPE=98.88%, which is pretty high error.
It is obvious that granularity of data at level of 1 minute produces very large quantity of data, beyond the practical interest for such high resolution. More practical scenario is granularity at level of one hour. Therefor we transform original PARIS data at hourly granularity. In this case, each day is represented by 24 measurements obtained by averaging 60 data for each hour.
PERSISTENCE FORECAST
The persistence method assumes that the conditions at the time of the forecast will not change, i.e., all forecasts are equal to the last value before staring forecasting horizon. We will refer to this method as PERSIST. Corresponding MARPE has a form (1) We extend the notion of persistence forecast to the broader class of simple predictors, which gives forecast according to formula (2) i.e., by simple averaging past observations within window of specified length N. We refer to this method as MA_PERSIST (moving average persistence). Corresponding MARPE has a form .
Persistence forecast based on long term average
We start our analysis by simplest persistence forecast model, where predicted value is equal to long term average over whole data. Mean value across whole data is 96.8±79.03 %. Figure 5 shows MARPE obtained by persistence forecast based on the long term average across all days of PARIS data in function of granularity, precisely for granularity at level of 1, 5, 10, 15 30 and 60 minutes. Notice that MARPE decreases with higher granularity, which is the expected effect. Namely, for higher granularity data exhibits lower variability, rendering persistence forecast more accurate. In the remaining part of the work, we finally accept granularity of 60 minutes, which is in some sense the compromise between precision of modelling and practical usefulness of obtained results.
Ordinary persistence forecast
We will name persistence forecast based on formula (1) as the ordinary persistence forecast. Notice that the mean value of MARPE is 81.68% compared to 96.8% mean value of MARPE for long term average, provided the same granularity on the level of 60 minutes. Decrease in the forecasting error can be explained by the fact that ordinary persistence forecast better exploits local behavior of data.
Persistence forecast based on moving window average
Another class of simple persistence forecasting is forecast based on simple moving average within the sliding window of fixed length N, see formula (2) and (3).
First question we posted is what optimal length N is. In Figure 6 we present our experimental relationship between MARPE_MAper and length N of averaging sliding window. From Figure 6 we can see two interesting points, first minima at window size 7, and second minima at window size 1020. This findings suggest that all information needed for optimal forecast are strong local, just 7 days in the past. Therefore, optimal short term moving average persistence forecast system has accuracy 74.55%, and is shown in Figure 7 . On the other hand, more information we can get only after very long period of time (minima at 1020, which is equal to the period of more than 2.5 years of observation), with negligible gain in accuracy of just 1.5% MARPE. These findings are important for our main thesis that PARIS data exhibits strong local dynamics. 
Persistence forecast based on growing window average
Let allow in our moving average persistence forecasting system that each hour has its own predictor and that for each of them we find optimal window size. The results are presented in Table 1 and Figure 8 and Figure 9 .
It is interesting to note from Table 1 that there two groups of hours: night, early morning and early non hours (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18), with extremely large window sizes, and other hours which are characterized by very short optimal window length (8, 9, 10, 11, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23). If we permit that window size of first type of hours grow unlimited, then we obtain very interesting forecasting system based on combined moving average, and growing window persistence forecasting, which means that the value of MARPE for whole PARIS data is 66.53%, see Figure 8 and Figure 9 .
In Figure 10 is shown general architecture of this combined forecasting system. It is interesting to note that hours which cover growing window subsystem are locally unpredictable, and need as much information as possible. This hours are very close to subset of night and working hours, see Table 1 . Hour  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24   N  ∞  ∞  ∞  ∞  ∞  ∞  7  3  3  3  7  ∞   Table 1 . Optimal window length N for hourly persistence forecasting based on growing window average. The symbol ∞ means, that window is permanently growing. Table Styles Machine learning based forecasting
In order to get an insight into accuracy of SAM models, we just quote results of our broader investigation encompassing all relevant machine learning methods [6] . Especially, we include three classes of most promising approaches: Multilayer Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Regression, see Table 2 . Table 2 shows accuracy of all applied forecasting models on PARIS data, along with their mutual ranking. The most accurate method is KNN regression with so called combined forecasting function and number of neighbors K=12 [6] . The same findings are shown in Fig.11 47.83% 1 Table 2 . Summary accuracy of all applied forecasting models to PARIS data, along with their mutual ranking.
SUMMARY OF OBTAINED RESULTS
The most accurate method is KNN regression with combined forecasting function [6] .
If we consider persistence forecast with global average as our starting point and KNN regression with combined forecasting function as our end point, then equivalent modeling gain is over 50% (98.81% against 47.83%). In the class of SAM models, the best model is optimal combination of moving and growing window model, which gain is 32.67% (98.81% against 66.53%) when the baseline model is Persistence -global average. If the baseline model is Persistence -ordinary, the gain of best SAM model is 18.5% (81.68% against 66.53%). If we consider persistence forecast with global average as our starting point and KNN regression with combined forecasting function, equivalent modeling gain is over 50% (98.81% against 47.83%). The gain of the best SAM model is 32.67% for the same baseline modelPersistence -global average.
What is the main reason for such large modeling gain? Our explanation is the following:
1. PARIS data set possess large variability over days, weeks and seasons during a year. This fact supports high MARPE of persistence forecast (81.68%).
2. Moving average window forecasting method, shows that optimal value for window length is just 7 days. This fact supports strong local dynamics of PARIS data.
3. Good forecasting systems must exploit this two findings in an efficient way.
CONCLUSIONS
In order to build efficient forecasting systems, we must encompass all relevant information about past consumption data in very short window located as close as possible to the present time. Our feature engineering, did this job generating 36 features, which satisfy locality conditions [6] . This explains our unexpected good results for both SAM and Machine learning based forecasting methods. It is opposite to the statement from [1] , where the authors claimed the following: "For short forecasting horizons and high granularities of consumption data, persistence forecasts are known as hard to beat by the other methods". In this respect, we believe that the combination of local modeling of features and choice of the appropriate machine learning algorithm will be a good guide for building efficient electricity power consumption forecasting systems at the single home level.
